Trusted by some of the world’s largest lending institutions and over 1,100 banks.

Simplifying lending operations, improving risk management, and meeting ever-increasing regulatory demands is possible with Collateral360 (C360). As an enterprise solution trusted by the largest banks worldwide, C360 is at the center of the loan management and streamlined procurement of appraisal and environmental products.

C360 connects people with information and leverages leading technology to allow data to flow between interested parties in a secure environment. In addition, our APIs make it easy to connect with other applications, such as your loan origination system—or other third-party providers.

Built on a secure platform that uses the latest cloud computing technology, C360 has the necessary controls to secure your data, and complies with the highest information security standards. Data is encrypted, and permission-based logins ensure only authorized staff has access to information.

Take a deeper dive into Collateral360 by visiting us online or call 1-800-624-0470.
Streamline Your Workflow
Significantly improve your loan management workflow by performing every task from a single dashboard:
- Streamlined invoice management
- Customizable online review memo
- Trigger on status, automation of services
- Task management-routing rule automation

Compliance Management
Easily manage compliance and regulatory risk, including:
- Comprehensive vendor management
- Robust reporting capabilities
- Documented appraisal delivery and amendments
- Track communication with all parties associated with the loan file
- Easily meet FIRREA and other requirements

Integrated Third-Party Reports
Comprehensive built-in vendor marketplace. Order all data services needed to manage your due diligence and procurement, such as:
- Appraisal and Environmental Reports
- Site inspections
- Exterior/interior inspections
- Evaluations
- Flood certificates

Trusted, Comprehensive Environmental Data
Easily screen properties for environmental issues:
- Instantly identify any environmental concerns and plot their location in relation to the property using our environmental database—the largest in the nation.
- Identify risk as being low or elevated using our algorithm-based opinion generator.
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